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Rail Road axe d
will definitely be removed from
the airwaves , Educational
Resources Director Manny

BY MATT BOKOR
Oracle Staff Writer
The Underground Rail Road

Lucoff said last night.
" The question is not if the Rail
Road will go off the air , it's
when ," Lucoff said .
LUCOFF · said
various
packages are being studied to
determine what will go into the
vacant time slot. No Rail Road
· replacement has been named, he
said.
"It will be broadcasting public
affairs and fine arts entirely ,"
Lucoff said.
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey said
yesterday the music presented on
the Rail Road "is not necessarily
related to our educational
mission .
"IT'S NOT entirely clear to me
if we should be broadcasting any
type of music outside of courses,"
Mackey said.
Mackey said the station, faced
like the rest of the university with
. a "budget crunch," could offer
more courses to "justify use of
state money ." He cited Dr. Larry
Austin's radio course ; "In troduction to Electronic Music ,"
as one such example.

Visions of 1984

Photo by Chri s Malone

Although it appears USF Pres.Cecil Mackey is
assuming the role of George Orwell's "Big Brother,"
actually he is being seen in a monitor at WUSF during
taping of "Emphasis" yesterday.

" THE QUESTION isn 't one of
if it's duplicating what is offered on other stations ," Mackey
said. "It 's a matter of it 's being
a pplicable to our educational
goals. "
This type of format puts music
in a "different type of role " from
e nterta inment-oriented
programs , he said.

Health Cente r might start
·impos ing minim alchar [jes'
1

BY MARY Rl'TH MYERS
Oracle Staff Writer
The Health Center may impose
a " minimal charge" for services
next year , Vice President for
Student Affairs Joe Howell said ·
last night
"The Health Center is planning
to start a minimal charge ,"
Student Finance Committee
chairman Tony Carvalho said .
'Tm concerned people wiH have
to pay anythirg at all ."
LAST YEAH'S tlealth Center
budget · wa s about $450,000 but
next year 's is projected for
$375,000, he said.
Howell said, "The Director of
the Health Center is going to see
if that's the dollar figure he can
work with . He hasn't come back
to me with what that dollar will
buy yet. "
Ca r valho s aid the Health
Center is an "expensive
package ," taking up about onethird of the entire budget 's funds.
"The other areas are liable to
be eaten up by health services ,"
he said. "Health services keep
going up ."
Health Center Director Larry
Stevens was unavailable for
comment .last night .
STUDENT
Publications
projected budget is reduced from
about $64,000 to $40,000, a cut of
$24,000, Carvalho said .
" We don 't have any special
reason for that figure ($40 ,000), "
Howell said . "No one really
knows how much they' ll need ."
He sa id '. hat was a '' totall y
fl ex ible" fi gure.
Sin ce th e Ora c le fund eci
th ro ugh St ud e nt Pu bli ca ti ons
all oca tions, will '.-le mo veil off
camp us to become in dept•n den t
of Unive rsity suppo r t. it is un·
certain wha t the ~;4 0 ooo fig m c
wo ul d cove r . It. Jias bee n

suggested as a possible subsidy,
Carvalho said .
DIRECTOH
of
Student
Publications Leo Stalnaker said,
"If the president's (Cecil

Photo by Chris Malone

Pot Luck
That's probably not the phrase to describe the skills of
Melissa Hattaway, 2ART, as she appears on her way to
shaping a beautiful piece of hand craftsmanship.

friday's
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Mackey l wishes are carried out
the amount budgeted for the
Oracle is meaningless . I guess
they just needed a figure and that
amount seemed right."
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Gas dealer s threat en . shutd own
<UPI) - Angered by the
federal government's failure to
approve price hikes and its ban
on hoarding supplies for regular
customers , many gas station
owners around the nation are
considering selling all their
gasoline and shutting down .
The 70,000 member National
Congress of Petroleum Retailers
charged the government "has
broken its promises" to allow gas
station owners to boost' prices to
offset reductions in gasoline
allocations.

•
Wirt

ntws
Edited by
Sheila Hooper

Treason charges

people," Sax be said of th e
Symbionese Liberation Army,
which claims responsibility for
the Feb. 4 kidnaping of 19-yearold Patricia Hearst.

unemployment, rising prices and
a marked slowdown in production .
The forecast of the economic
consultants to the Business
Council, a select organization of

major U.S . business executiv'es.
fell on the optimistic side of a
range of private and governm ent
projections for 1974, som e of
which say energy shortages will
produce an outright recession .

No recession in 74
WASHINGTON <UPI> - A
group of leading corporate
economists predicted yesterday
the nation will escape a recession
this year, but will suffer higher

Giveaway wrong

LANGENBROICH, GERMANY <UPI> - The Soviet
secret police threatened to bring
treason charges, which carry the
death penalty, against exiled
Alexander I. Solzhenitsyn before
he was exiled, the novelist was
quoted as saying yesterday.
Solzhenitsyn said through his
lawyer last 11ight he will leave
We.s t Germ~my today for Zurich,
Switzerland.

WASHINGTON <UPI) - Atty .
Gen. William B. Saxbe said
yesterd.ay he doesn't think the
Randolph A. Hearst should
comply with anything as vague
the
as
and ' unrealis tic
multimillion-dollar food
giveaway demand of their
daughter 's kidnapers .
"I just can't really feel an
acquiescence would satisfy these

Gurney speaks
***

CLERMONT-DOS. Sen . Edward Gurn~y has c~arged .
Florida Atty. Gen. Robert Shevin .
and State Rep. Marshall Harris
are trying to embarrass him.
The Florida Republican has
denied allegations he· failed to
comply with state campaign
funding reporting laws.

Because of a breakdown of the
Oracfe•s state ·wire , these briefs
are published ~hrough the
courtesy of WUSF and the
Associated Press. ·.

***

Group seeks change

Relief for truckers
State
TALLAHASSEE-The
Public Service Commission is
considering some-form of relief
for all Florida truckers to cover
increased fuel costs. The commission granted an emergency 10
per cent rate ·increase las.t week
to chemica.1 and · petrole.u m
haulers after some·gasoline truck
drivers went on strike. The
.commission announced
yesterday it will meet Monday to
condsider an emergency six per
cent rate increase to all truckers.

Partly cloudy today
tonight. High today
tomorrow ·in upper
Low tonight in lower
Rain probability 20
cent today and 30 per
toni~ht.

and
and
70s.
60s.
per
cent

'

TALLAHASSEE-A State
Chamber of Commerce growth
conference has called for extensive modification of Florida's
tough oil spill law. Delegates
attending the conference in
agreed
also
Tallahassee
yesterday the state cannot limit
the influx of new residents. A
package of growth recommendations was ·adopted by the
conference for presentation to the
legislature.

USF ARTIST SERIES pres'ents
THE ALIVE COMPANY'S PRODUCTION OF...

J•~····
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/$

-Derek Jewell, LONDON SUNDAY TIMES

.,,,.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals need.ed for summer
employment at Nat i onal Parks ,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches ·and
R.esorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year . For FREE informat i on on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901 .
. ... YOU MUST.APPLY EARLY ....

I
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GRISSETT MUSIC

Authorized Dealer
Gibson, Yamaha, Epiphone
Randall Amplifiers
Dobro Guitars
Used Guitars and Amps
.Lessons - Guitar, 5 String Banjo, Piano
8890 56th St.
'
Temple Terrace
988-1419

"This is the popular music of the last
third of the century-IT HAS TO BE!"

"Impassioned and powerful, capable of stirring an audience almost to a frenzy. ·DO NOT
MISS THIS SUPER-MUSICAL!"

r

.

1
.

-Clive Barnes, N. Y. TIMES

Student Discount with USF ID

and now you con go to BREL ·over a rniliio n p eople hove
The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is published four t i mes weekly , Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June ; twice during the academic year
period mid. June through August, by the University of South Florida , 4_202 Fowler
Ave., Tampa, Fla . 33620.
Opin ions expressed in The Oracle are . those of the editors or of the writer and not
those of the Un iversity of South Florida. Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tamp.a , Fla ., 33620 .
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla . The Oracle reserves the r i ght to regulate
the typographical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy ii considers
objectionable .
Program s, activiti es and facilities of the University o.f South F l orida are available

to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to race, color, religion, sex , age or
national origin . The Univer sity is an affirmat i ve ac t ion Equal Opportunity Employer .

Friday, Feb. 22
USF GYM

Saturday, Feb. 23
8:30 p.m.

Tickets $3.00
USF Fulltime students $1.50
ON SALE NOW
Theatre Box Office 1: 15-4: 30 weekdays
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Shore alternatives eyed

USF begins mini-UN
One of the sessions in yesterday's
initial Model UN activities was a South
American seminar. Discussing our
southern neighbors are, from left to right,
Philip Adkins, representing the United

Vice president for Academic
Affairs Cari Riggs said yesterday
he is considering "alternative"
for dealing with problems within
the Theater Department.
The Theater Faculty Advisory
Committee has conducted an
investigation
of
reported
dissatisfaction
within
the
department, at the request of
Fine Arts Dean Donald Saff. The
group's report has not been
submitted, he said.
·Rigg said he is considering the
"alternatives" in relation to
Theater Chairman Herb Shore.
"When a ,problem arises, a:ll
such alternatives are discussed,"
he said.
Riggs emphasized no decision
has been reached concerning the
department pending results of
the committee investigation. But
he listed several possibilities now
being eyed.
, ·
'
"It would be possible to dismiss
someone from an administrative
line and keep them around
permanently in a teaching
position," Riggs said.

Photo by Jeff Steel

Kingdom; Brazil's Marcia Colares de
Oliveira; assistaQt p_rofessor of History
Dr. Edward D. BiUingsley of South
America, and Elaine Carlyle, SPMS,
Jamaica's representative.

Deceptive insurance sales
carry fines, license loss
BY JILL AARONSON
Oracle Staff Writer
Jarry Davies, director of the
State Insurance Commission
Bureau of Research and Consumer Education, said insurance
agents practicing deceptive sales
tactics on or off university

campuses could have their
. licenses revoked or be fined, or
both.
Davies' response was prompted by questions of possible acunauthorized
tion against
solicitation
by
insurance
representatives on the USF
campus.

Legislators ·support
USF debate squad
BY MATT BOKOR
Oracle Staff Writer
State Rep . Kenneth Myers, DMiami, yesterday said he will
exert pressure on the Board of
Regents
<BOR)
to
"get
something done" about USF's
debate team which can no longer
operate because of the lack of
funds.
"If proper pressure were
brought upon the BOR," Myers
said, "something certainly could
be done."
"WE CAN TELL university
officials we would like to see
such-and-such activities encouraged," Myers said, "thus
exerting informal pressure."
"I'~e promised my support at
the next legislative session,"
Rep. Murray Dubbin, D-Miami,
said yesterday.
Dubbin said the primary task
is to find out where the money.
comes from and "who's been
paying for the debate team."
DUBBIN SAID all state
"1 \

' ..

EASY
\TRAILS
1

\

· universities are allocated a lump
sum which is then divided up by
the BOR, with funds then being
distributed to the schools where
the money is divided up again.
"For some reason," Dubbin
said, "the debate team has been
de-emphasized ."
"I am hopeful something will
result from all this," ·Gerald
Partney, USF debate team
coach, said. "If not for this year's
team, next year's .
"THE DEBATE program has
been inadequately funded for
years,"
Partney
said.
"Especially this year."
Regent Chester Ferguson of
Tampa said the budgeting
process is a very intricate
operation, with this year's budget
"5,000 pages thick."
"I don't think we can so far as
line-iteming," Ferguson said.
"Then we'd be saying $500 for
English One, $25 for the debate
team, $25 for the softball team
and so on down the line."

Ml

BACK YARD

6902 N. 40th St.

THE FILM ART SERIES presents

y

MOii. & Wet!. 9-6
• Sun. 1-6, Closet! r..s.

(),11~

,4

PART I FRIDAY Feb. 8

Midnight ENA $1.00

The Silly Symphonies

OUTFITIERS FOR CAMPING
BA.CK PACKING, CANOEING

Between 1929 and 19:19•.. plus

THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS
SATURDAY I Feb. 9
Midnight ENA $1.00

PART II

We Carry CAM~ TRAILS, WENZEL, WlllTE STAG,
COGHlAN'S OPTIMUS, MOUNTAIN HOUSE,
COUMAt.l & OTHERS

-•

Last chance
to hear the

IF THEY ARE provided with
specific information about
deceptive insurance sales tactics, ·
Davies said, the Commission is
authorized by the State Insurance
Code to initiate an investigation
which could lead to a hearing.
Walbolt said he thinks the
company should be made aware
of the practices of its agents
before further action is taken .
"If the practice , continues in
blatant opposition to University
policy, I would, by all means,
inform the State Insurance
Commission," he said.

Open TINr., Fri., Set. 9.9

......,..

Friday
& Saturday

ASSISTANT VICE President
for Student Affairs Dan Walbolt
said he received complaints some
life insurance agents have been
violating University regulations
and approaching students on
campus,
often
employing
deceptive means.
Students ,have reported cases
where agents have advertised
non-existent job interviews and
masters programs in attempts to
personally deliver sales pitches
for life insurance.
Davies said the Insurance
Commission could do nothing
regarding
unauthorized
solicitation but write a letter to
the offending company.

QUALITY
CAMPING EQUIPMEN
8711 N. 40th St.
988-0045

FLORIDA TRAILS
~IATION. INC.

A person could also be gin'n a
one year probation . Riggs said.

Cartoon Highlights
1956/... plus
THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW
AND
WILLIE THE OPERATIC WHALE
:;:;:;::
between 1828 and

:;:;:;:;
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Say Dude, which way to the bookstore?"

1

The USF campus has diverse opinions on whether Picasso's
concrete "Bust of a Woman" should be constructed. However
one construction proposal the campus is unified on is the need
for a new bookstore.
The current Textbook Center, where class materials and
books are sold, and the UC bookstore, which stocks paper,
leisure reading, clothes, and other sundries, are overcrowded,
understaffed, and beset by numerous problems which cause
customer complaints.
THERE ARE plans for a new textbook center - estimated as
a $1.8-million, 40,000 square foot project- but until Auxiliary
Services either saves some money or secures low-interest
financing, the plans aren't worth the paper they've been
proposed on.
Tom Berry , Auxiliary Services director, is one of the main
people who would like to see USF get a new textbook center, but
Berry doesn't want to make a $1.8-million move if the costs are
going to be passed on to student consumers. He predicts book
costs are going to continue to rise in price, along with other
paper products, and says students can't afford additional price
hikes.
The Textbook Center could solve 80 per cent of its problems ordering, stocking, selling, and buying back- if three-fourths of
USF's textbooks were ordered on a retention basis for use for at
least one academic year.
Retention would afso save students money since used books
could be resold more often.
WITHOUT A retenti-0n plan, the Textbook Center faces
numerous problems because unsold books cannot be returned to
publishers.
Problems crop up and prices go up when.:
- books are ordered for a class but then are not required;
- new editions with minor changes are required so used old
editions can't be sold;
- too many or too few books are ordered (unless contacted the
bookstore generally cuts orders slightly because of a 10 per cent
annual overstock) and students are either without books or the
bookstore is overstocked.
Th~se problem~, as well as many difficulties in pricing,
;;tockmg, and sellmg could be o:vercome if USF faculty voluntarily adopted a retention plan for books. There would be less
~rief ~or faculty, textbook center personnel, and students, but
most importantly USF could take a big step towards getting a
new textbook center.

Retain
books.
for
•
savings

Gassing' new national pastime

The American people, as a nation,
have a deep-rooted need for activities
that allow group interaction. The great
baseball stadiums of the Lou Gehrig
and Babe Ruth eras were as popular as
they were, not so much because of the
greatness of the teams or players, but
because they offered an opportunity for
fans to get together frequently. Over a
few cold beers, any first base group of
fans could discuss the state of the union
or the miserable weather of the past
few days, and remain aloof from_J~e
outside world. Football stadiums, to a great extent,
have replaced the ball parks as. the new
meeting arenas. Usually larger than
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ball parks, the stadiums increased the
number of participants allowed to
mingle in the Saturday and Sunday
melee. However, both of those activities rely on a limited source from
which to draw their constituency, Both
appeal primarily to lower and middle
class audiences, and therefore, fail to
achieve ~he ultimate goal of all great
pastimes, i.e., universal appeal.
UNLIKE ITS less fortunate
predecessors, the booming new
pastime is unaffected by class consciousness. Consequently, it is destined
to surpass all prior events in its
popularity and in the zealousness of its
public.
The "Great Gas Race," as some have
affectionately dubbed the new sport of
waiting in line to buy our preciously
needed gas, has gotten off to a
fulminating start. Already, its active
practitioners, known as "gassers,"
number well into the millions, and each
weekend promises to add to the
popularity of this activity.
The critical factor in the surprisingly
rapid response to what was formerly an
obscure sport, at least in the United
States, though somewhat better known
in Western Europe, rests on the
universality of its appeal. Any car
owner has an equal chance to become a
devoted member of this new sport.
Fortunately, the physical requirements
are few, other than abundant patience
and resistance to heat .and · monoxide
poisoning, whereas the benefits are
numerous .
ALREADY, SOME of the more experienced "gassers" have developed
styles of their own. One such style is the
"beach approach," which basically
consists of pretending that the waiting
line is the ocean front. These people
come equipped with suntan lotion, dark
glasses, and a reclining chair attached
to the roof of their cars . One automobile
manufacturer claims a sharp rise in his
sales of convertibles since the "Gas
Race." He attributes his new found
market to the interest the "beach
gassers" express for the convenience of
a full sun top.
Another style of "gasser" emphasizes the consumption of alcohol.
Beer of any variety seems to be the
most popular beverage, though some

·Commentary

rationing were instituted, it would deal
a crippling blow to one of our most
successful efforts in recent . times, to
bring the American people closer
together.
M.Fente

4PO.L
hard liquor is consumed. The
distinguishing trait of this style is that
its_ participants try to get as drunk as
possible while discussing some subject
of little interest, usually the president,
with a fellow "gasser." The ex"
perienced "booze gasser" usually
brings a co-pilot along for assured
companionship. They split the cost of
the beer and keep drinking and talking
until they either buy the gas or pass out.
There have been attempts to use
"gassing" as a combination entertainment source and steam bath.
The "gasser" in this case must paint
the outside of his car black and attempt
to "gas" only on hot sunny days,
preferably between one and three
o'clock in the afternoon. During these
hours and while wearing a rubber suit,
the "gasser" must keep his car under
direct sunlight with all his car windows
tightly shut. However, this last style of
"sweat gassing" has not been received
with much enthusiasm by the public.
REGARDLESS of what style of
"gassing" any car owner chooses to
follow, whether an existing one or an
innovation of his own, he is sure to find
many hours of invigorating interaction,
barring a condition of high blood
pressure, at his neighborhood gas
station. The few unperceptive and
conservative non-sports fans that fail to
see the value of "gassing" and suggest ·
the rationing of gas as a means to stop
the lines, need only to ride down to their
corner station to see that gassing is
keenly in tune · with the needs of
American morale , Furthermore, if gas
This public document wa!.
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696..15 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.>

URR axe
part of
USF plan
Editor:
I wish I knew the real reason the URR
is being taken off the air. Like Bill
Davis, a lot of us have known the
decision to take the Rail Road off the
air was made a long time ago-but
why? I know it's political. Maybe I'm a
little reluctant to accept the URR
termination as another display of the
fact that we are the Indians.
DR. LUCOFF said in the article, "If
there is progressive rock music in the
Bay area aired 24 hours daily, then the
time could be better used." Dr. William
Scheuerle, assistant vice president for
Academic Affairs, said the "final
decision (to scrap URRJ would be made
by Lucoff." Looks like the verdict is in
gang. But don't blame Lucoff. He's only
doing his job-taking orders.
Scheuerle's comment on the effect ·of
the 11 p.m. curfew on the URR, "If
things have to go, things have to go."
I've never known a businessman to let
go of a product, in this case a production format, so easily unless it was to
his or the company's assured advantage.
WE HA \'E:\'T heard much from
Pres. Mackey on the URR expiration
plan. WUSF is only part of the whole
system but now it's coming into line.
And somewhere on the other side of
Mackey is the impetus behind the
assassination of the URR. Seventeen
dead in five years?-One hundred
trillion to one. It's incredible, isn't it9
Suzy Pfund
4HUM

DOONESBURY
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Presidents council meets today

-
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BVT..81/T.!T:S Jl()r
. OV&R! I S/4M !Tl I
CAN P/KJflE. IT! I'V& GOT

The Council of University
Presidents, meeting today · in
Tallahassee, are expected to
discuss the proposed architecture
college and increased utility
costs incurred by the universities.
The Council, presidents of the
nine state universities and State
University System
<SUS)
Chancellor Robert Mautz, are an
advisory body to the Board of
Regents (BOR).
THE .BOR HAS indicated the
architecture college. would be at
either
USF
or
Florida
·Technological University if it is
approved.
Increased utility costs caused
by rising utility rates has caused
USF to incur a possible $211,000
budget deficit and Joe Busta,
executive assistant to Pres. Cecil
. Mackey, said the Council will
discuss a -revised fee structure
for the SUS.
SUS Vice ChancQllor for Administrative Affairs Ken Boutwell said the BOR will not request
an increase in student fees but
will suggest restructuring fee
assessments.
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THE COUNCIL will also
discuss a proposal to put all state

place from 1 - 3 p.m. at five intersect.ions throughout
Hillsborough County: Busch
Blvd. and Florida Ave., Busch
Blvd. and 56th St., West Shore
Blvd. and Kennedy Blvd., Gandy
Blvd. and Dale Mabry Ave., and
HiJlsborough Ave. and 22nd St.
MEMBERS OF BACON will be

schools on one calendar, Busta
said.

Direct from N.Y. Two Perforn1ances Onh-

-

-

"The dancingest
show in town'~

A Broadway hit
si.nce Feb. '72 .·

- it still is!
SATURDAY
McKAY
FRIDAY
MARCH 9th
AUDITORIUM
MARCH 8th
TICKETS AVAILABLE: CURTIS HIXON,
MAAS BROS. <WESTSHORE), SEARS, WARDS
<FLORILAND, VIVIANO STEREO '(30st ST~)
RESV. & INFO:
879-3880
9AM-9PM
0
0

- Group sets impeachment .honk
BY JILL AARONSON
Oracle Staff Writer
A "honk if you 're against
Nixon" demonstration is planned
for Saturday by the newly formed
Bay Area Citizens Opposed to
Nixon <BACON), a group
spokesman said yesterday. ·
The demonstration will take

5

at each intersection displaying
signs instructing . motorists to
honk their horns if they are opposed to Pres. Richard Nixon.
BACON was formed Feb. 2
when a meeting of concerned
citizens was called by the Ad Hoc
Committee to Oust Nixon.

0 0

0

0 0
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THE .PROUD
LION · pue
FINE WINES and cheese
Domestic .and Imported
Beer and Ale
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985-2013
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we are
back in the corner
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ALSO
4254 S. Dale Mabry
(you'll see our sign)
839-1497

COME IN AND
ENJOY YOURSEL-F
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EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
$1.95

COMPLETE DINNER FROM
SOUP TO NUTS
5PM-7PM ONLY
DIFFERENT ENTREE DAILY
AT THE

'Limelight'

INTERCHANGE
RED CARPET INN

Charles Chaplin will star
tonight, tomorrow and
Sunday in ENA.

0
109 E. FOWLER AVE
(JUST WEST OF 1-75)
933-6531

•

" They do not love
that do not show their love."
William Shakespeare

CHARLE S.CHAPLIN 'S

Choose Keepsake
w ith complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring .

portrait of amusic hall comic
i

l .:IL ~I

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

~LIMELIGHT~
•• •

T-M Reg. A. H. Pond Co .

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • w ••••••••••••••••

with Claire Bloom &Buster Keaton
written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin

ACADEMYAWARD WINNER
Best Original Musical Score
LAST FILM IN THE CHAPLIN SERIES
February 15, 16, 17
7 & 9: 30 p.m.
ENA
Admission $1.50
USF Students $1.00
Children under 8 $1.00
Florida Center for the Arts ·

Film Art Series

,,

.I
I

HOW

Nome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I
1

I

ro PLAN Y-ouR ENGAGE;;m.-AN; ;;;o"DiN-G"..,

Send new 20 pg. booklet, '.'Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25¢.
F-73

(Please Print )

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CilY--------'C0.-------

1

I

Stole

Zip _ __

:_.::i::~~:.. ~I~M~~_R.::'~s.:... i::i:. .:?·....s~~~·-N...:..Y...:.. .::~ -
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d
The Skeleton Dance
... a

Disney

Short

Fifty animated Disney shorts
will be presented tonight and
tomorrow at midnight in ENA.
"Wind in the Willows," "Silly
Symphonies and "Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" are all included
in the presentation.

***
Corrections
Dr. Hans Juergensen will
recite original poetry Feb.
22
in
the
Physics
Auditorium at 8 p.m . instead of tonight as announced earlier.
Student Suzanne Crosby,
6ART, won the $100 Best
Display award for her
photography
in
the
Gasparilla Sidewalk Art
Festival last week. She was
not mentioned in the list of
USF winners.
A horn recital by Douglas
Hill, assistant professor of
Music Arts, scheduled for
tomorrow night has been
canceled.

"What's Up Doc," starring
Barbra Streisand and Ryan
O'Neal will be shown tonight,
tomorrow and Sunday at 7 :30 and
10 p.m . in LAN 103.
Admission is 75 cents with a
student ID .

***

The USF Jazz Band will hold a
concert at Clearwater Junior
College Sunday at 4 p.m.

**

*

SEAC Coffehouse auditions will
be held in the Empty Keg at 8
p.m. Monday. Musical and other
talent should sign up in UC 222
by 5 p.m. Monday.

***

Entries for Valencia Community College's annual drawing
competition should be submitted
by Monday. Artists interested in
entering the competition should
call (305) 299-5000 for information.

STORE

WESTSHOR E PLAZA
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN STREET

SHIRT-ON-SHIRT
DRESSES

Dance class added
The Dance Department is
adding a new beginning ballet
class , Intro to Ballet, for Qtr. 3.
The class will meet on MWF from
5 to 6 p,m.
All interested students should
contact the Dance Department .

\
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·i~!~!~! BIRDSONG VOLKSWAGEN l~ i~i
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"Tampa's full service
VW dealership''

0

~~~f
:::::::

New and Used Car Sales

··J

:w: : :
@
:t~~~
:;::::::

Parts - Service
Modern Paint & Body Shop
(We repair all makes & models)

GAS SHORTAGE !???!
"The Dasher is here"
The following is an exerpt from the Jan. 28th
issue of Automotive News.
"The Dasher can certainly deliver the
mileage thirty teams of newsmen driving
automatics and standards in a 60-mile
economy test through city and country
averaged 35.578 miles per gallon. Top figure
was 42.571 on a four-speed car."

VW's - Toyotas - Vegas - Pintos
Hornets - MG's

BIRDSONG VOLKSWAGEN
11333 No. Fla. Ave.
Ph: 933-2811
(Florida at Fowler)

A fashion-look so perfect
for spring wardrobes.
Contrasting layered collars
and crisp cuffs accent these
lovely styles. The spotlight
is on shirt-on-shirt dresses
for spring.

7
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Cagers meet

1974

·Warren Walk
Improves scoring average.

Standard Of Quality

I

with this

line-up for tomorrow's game will
be determined by what Coilins
sees. "We kllow that they (Armstrong State) ,can run . The line-up
will .depend on how quick they
are ."
One of Armstrong State's top
players from last year, Sam
Berry, is ineligible this year after
playing professional ball ill
Mexico. Even without Berry,
the Pirates have been averaging
almost 90 points per game this
season.

I
. I

n1jo_..,. the highPIJI

S.O.Q.

Armstrong St.
BY PAM JONES
Oracle Sports Writer
When the Golden Brahman
basketball team goes on the road
this weekend to meet the Pirates
of Armstrong State College, they
wiltbe taking on the NCAA 's 14th
ranked team in the small college
division.
Saturday night's game will be .
played in the Savannah Civic
Center, the sixth of a seven-game
nome stretch for the Pirates. So
far this season, Armstrong State
has compiled a.record of 15-4, and
leads the Southern Atlantic
Conference with a 6-2 record.
According to Brahman Coach
-Don Williams, USF's overtime
loss to Dayton on Monday night
"was awfully hard to take." The
team has come back from their
disappointment,; however, "and
they're playing real well DO\\.'."
Assistant ·c oach Phil Collms
wiUbe scouting the Pirates when
they take on Augusta tonight.
Williams says that th~ startin~

l ' Ull

Unbeatable Team
For Dry Cleaning Draperies

*

San1tone
frrtjfad Moslrr Drydrantr

• Guaranteed length
• Even Hemlines
• Pleats absolutely
vertical
·

'Juifars, Amps &
.Accessories At
Discount Prices.
Old And New
Instruments
CHARLIE'S'
. 4505
MUSIC S. Dale
CENTER Mabry

Brighter, cleaner
sparkling colors
and w~tes.

Piek Up
and

Hoaw
CaB

Dcliv~ry

.

~·

13524 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

837-2957

sports shorts
USF's Sports Car Club will
The Brafiman Lacrosse Club
sponsor a practice autocross
will host the Orlando Lacrosse
. noon tomorrow'in preparation for
team 2 p.m. Sunday on the soccer
a noon autocross Sunday in the
field.
Physical Education ·parking lot.
Registration for both events
USF's Rugby team will face the
beg~s at 11 a .m. with a $1 charge
for ·non"members. ·Everyone is ..Orlando Rugby club . 2 p.m.
tomorrow in a home meet on the
invited.
rugby field.
I,

***

10 WEEK SCHEDULE
(SAME .AS 'OTHER USF COURSES)
Enrollment Unlimited
(* courses listed with incorrect numbers

CHANNEL 16
WUSF-TV

in class . schedule. Please use .numbers
shown here.}

USF College Credit Courses by television - in YOUR home or
in a reserved room on campus.. Each lesson broadcast twice..
~

QUARTER 111 SCHEDULE

~-- .~.
~ ~ ~

•:•#II s •
- - - --

...

NEW COURSE BY RADIO (WUSF-FM, 89.7)
2025 MUS 205-501
INTROOUCTION TO ELECTRONIC MUSIC (3)
(Or. Larry Austin) MW 4:00 p.~.
HOW TO REGISTER:
FILL OUT YOUR REGISTRATION FORM THE SAME. AS FOR OTHER
COURSES. Be certain you have the correct reference number,
prefix, course and section numbers.
WHEN YOU REGISTER, NOTIFY THE Y.O.U. OFFICE IMMEDIATELY
so your name and address can be put on the list to receive
a course syllabus, viewing schedule, and other necessary
information prior to the begi n.ni ng of cl asses.
·
Y.O.U. IS LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF TH~ LIBRARY, ULI 2Q.:O.
TELEPHONE: 974-2341, ext. 23.
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4395 ANT 371-501
ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ' ~ )
(Or. Evelyn Kessler) MTR 4:30 or 7:30 p.m.
1851 · ART 310-501
INTRODUCTION TO ART (3)
(Mr . Bruce Marsh)
MTR 5:30 or 8:00 p.m.
HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT (3)
0291 ECN 489-501
·(Or. E~l Kauder) MTR 5:00 or 8:30 p.m.
ISSUES IN MUSIC (2)
2107 MUS 371-501
(Or. Jacques Abram) f 5:00 or 8:00 p. m.
4804 PSY 201-501
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (5)
(Or, Paschal Strong) MTWRF 3:30 or 7:00 p.m.
5109 SSI 301-501
SOCIAL SCIENCE STATISTICS (4)
(Or. Karl ·Achenbach) MTRF 4:00 or 9:00 p.m.
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Model 4270 Stereo 2 + Quadradial 4 Receiver
Like a fine ' vintage wine, the Marantz 4270 Stereo 2 + Quadradial 4
Receiver will never lose its ability to satisfy the ardent music lover. With builtin Dolby Noise Reduction Circuit and complete 4-channel non-obsolescence,
this system has its eye on the future. Dolby brings your music to lffe, virtually
eliminating noise and hiss from tape and FM Dolby-encoded broadcasts . The
versatile Dolby of today is made to meet the technology of tomorrow. All the
non-obsolescence features make .t he 4270 a system to last and last. First, there's
the unique hidden pocket, which accommodates an SQ Logic Decoder or any
future 4-channel Matrix design . Whenever improvements qecome available,
replace the inexpensive decoder - not the entire unit. You get over 140 Watts
RMS Conutinuous Power with less than 0.3% THD or IM Distortion for any
frequencies between 20Hz and 20kHz into 8 Ohms. This gives you ·100 Watts
RMS per channel in the bridged stereo mode and over 25 Watts RMS per
channel in the Quadradial mode. And you'll never have to worry about replacing
your stereo collection. Vari-Matrix is an exclusive Marantz feature · that. enhances any stereo program with the full 4-channel effect of a live performance.
It's all part of the Marantz Quadradial Touch. Exciting to hear. Exciting to
own. You can do both. Today.

..............

~

'Ne SOLl1d better.

viviano

stereo
shop

2 tampa locations:
1536 south dale mabry, tampa, florida 33609

11158 north 30th st., tampa, florida
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Women ready for Invitational

Brahmans

BY RINDY WEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Writer

swing into
'74 season

Belated tee time
After a scheduling bogey created by the cancellation
of -the St. Leo golf meet last month, Coach Bob Shiver's
golf team will begin its season tomorrow at Rollins.

USF's women 's intercollegiate
teams are back in action this
weekend. The basketball squad is
at Tallahassee for the'-FSU Invitational and the tennis team
has matches scheduled with
Florida Atlantic Universitv and
Florida Southern College. " This will be a very tough
tournament ," said basketball
coach Jane Cheatham . "The four
top teams in the state <Flagler,
Florida, Florida State and USF)
are in it."
The Brahmisses have been
working on a full court press to
upset the girls from Flagler, who
beat them 72-38 Saturday .
Against Florida, Cheatham said,
her team will concentrate on
stopping Sue Chambers, who
scored 25 points and grabbed 16
rebounds as the Gators beat USF
57-40 earlier this season .
The tennis team .will meet
Florida Atlantic on the Andros
courts at 2 p .m . today , then visit
Florida Southern tomorrow.

Oracle Sports Czar
Talk about changes ...
Tomorrow, USF's Tennis team
will host Florida International
University <FIU) in their opening
meet with:
1) A new scoring system Coach
Spaff Taylor calls "far simpler
than the old one."
2) Two Corpus Christi transfers
who have unseated Taylor's
number one and two ranked
players last year,
3) A last minute change in
opening dates with the addition of
FIU, moving the season up one
week.
TAYLOR, WITH these changes
plus some familiar faces, will
play FIU in a 10 a .m. meet on the
Andros tennis courts embarking
USF on a 24-game schedule in
hopes of improving on last
season 's 12-13 record.
Of the team's changes Taylor
said, "We, for the first time , are
going to use a four-point system
as the NCAA does . It's very
simple - you just play until the
first player gets four points."
In the old system, there were a
possible nine points and a player
was required to have at least a
two-point winning bulge.

AS FAR AS to whom Taylor
will have to use the system can be
two
into
condensed
names ... Alvarado and Olea .
Carlos Alvarado and Oscar
Olea to be exact - Taylor's two
transfers who have won the
teams top two starting berths

over Kevin Hedberg and Mike
Huss.
"They're just great.. .they
make us a far better team now
than we were a year ago," the
coach said.

IN
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PLAYING THIS WEEK AT THE

WHIPPING POST
John Bailey
Next Week SUCHRAGE Is Playing
FLA AVE NORTH OF FLETCHER
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Club sends *****************************
I********************************************":
fencers to
t
.
HAWAII
:
Jr. Olympics *
*
It's not big enough to merit
Howard Cosen.
It's not even big enough to
merit Stockholm, Munich, or
Tokyo.
But try Tallahassee ...
Because that's what USF
Fencing Club members Cindy
Elyea and Sue Weeks and the
National Junior Olympics will try
tomorrow and Sunday.
And for two fencing club
representatives barely two years
along in practice, that is pretty
big.
"Fencing really is a very good
sport for women," El yea said,
adding , " it doesn't require hardly
any strength and allows both men
and women to compete just about
equally."
Elyea said the club gives
lessons 7:30 p.m . every Tuesday
with regular practices on Wednesday and Thursday at the same
time.
"I hope what we're doing will
help create some interest in the
club and fencing in general,"
Elyea said.

*
**

*t
:

8 days 7 nights*: *:

$475.00 incl air

}'or Complete Details contact American Overseas Travel
University of South Florida ADM. 102, 4202 Fowler Avt
Tampa, Fla 33620 PH 974-2695

:* YOUR ·oN CAMPUS TRAVEL AGENCY

:* *: *: DEPARTURES AVAILABLE FOR SPRING BREAK

the depot
Grand Opening Weekend Special
featuring live WHITE MOUNTAIN
(free admission)

Quad sound

sales service parts
Honda's are our business
Our only business

free popcorn

mon. 9 til 9
weekdays ::1 til 6

Beer, Wine,

971 -81711
Authoriz_ed Honda Car Dea ler

*
**

:*
:

:*

:*

~*********************************************

tonite happy hour 5-9

14727 N. Nebraska

J>fu»U:Tion

*****************************

~
Tennis season
opens tomorrow a
*
BY MIKE KASZUBA

9~k~-A;j"R:~~~
~yat.J Q'Nf~L .

Games

plus

15¢ Draft Beer
Coming Home
Next Week
Friends & Neighbors

14985 N· Nebraska
(corner of Bearass & Neb)
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Funds recall
hamper ing
academ ics
BY WAYNE SPRAGUE
Oracle Staff Writer

Photo by Chris Malone

Pick a little
Working in USF's Medical Center Library, Michael
Norona probably can't make as much noise as he'd
sometimes like to. But alone on a campus bench, he is
free to perform the melodies he chooses on his guitar.

,

job mart

The following employers will be in .
terviewing on campus on the days as indicated. Contact Student Career and Employment Center (AOC 105) to schedule
appointments and for complete~information.

.

Feb. 25
Ailstate Insurance Co. - All .Oegrees, All
Majors-March.
American Hospital Supply ·corp. - B or M Bus. Adm., Lib. Arts, Science-Mar., June &
Aug.,
The Whiting-Turner Contracting Co. BS.MS -Civil Engr., Bldg. Construc>Dec.,
Mar., June & Aug., Alumni .
U .S. Army Audit Agency BA;MA·
Accounting-Mar., June & Aug.

Women set
discussi on
The first of tl)e series "Women
in Professions'' will begin
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in UC 252
East.
Discussing some of the
problems and opportunities for
"Women in Medicine" will be
Willetta Olsson of Sarasota and
Dr. Eunice Lasche of Tampa.
Olsson's background includes
working as nursing
administrator for Valley Hospital in
Ridgewood, N.J. and serving in
the Army nursing corps.
Lasche is a specialist in endocrinology and metabolism and
is currently practicing in the
Tampa area.
Coming. in the "Women in
Professions" series will be
"Women in Broadcast" on Feb.
· 25th, "Women in Law" on March
6th and "Women in Politics,"
which has not yet been scheduled.
Suggestions for subjects for the
series · are welcome in . the
Women's Center. UC 159.

U.S. Navy Recruiting - BA-All Majors
(Must be working toward at least a BA
degree) Mar. , June, Aug. & Alumni.
Feb. 26
American Hospital Supply Corp. - Info
same a·s for Mon. Feb. 25
Electronic Data Systems - B or M-All
Majors-March.
· Hartford Insurance Group - BA·lns. or
Bus. Major, Any_Engr. Major or Tech . Math
or Actuarial Science-Dec., Mar., June, Aug.
& Alumni.·
J.E. Sirrine Company- BS.Mech ., Elect.,
Civil, Chem. Engr .. Mar ., June & Aug .
U.S. Navy Recruiting - Info same as for
Mon. Feb. 25.
Westpoint Pepperell BA-Mk!., Gen.
Bus.-Mar .. June & Aug.
Feb. 27
Army .Air Force Exchange- BA.MA-Gen.
Bus .. Mk! ., Acct .. Fin .. (No Liberal Aris
majors) Mar., June & Alumni.
Arthur Andersen & Company - BA,MAAccounting-Dec .. Mar .. June & Aug.
Electronic Data Systems - Info same as
for Tue. Feb. 26.
U.S . Navy Recruiting - Info same as for
Tues. Feb . 26.
Feb. 28
Arthur Andersen & Company - Info same
as for Wed. Feb. 27.
Burdine's Dept. Store - All Majors; All
Degrees.Dec .. Mar., June, Aug. & Alumni.
Professional Economic Services All
Majors, All Degrees-Dec .. Mar., June, Aug.
& Alumni.
U. S. General Accounting BA.MA·
.Acctg.. All Bus. Majors-Mar., June &
Alumni.
U.S. Navy Recruiting - Info same as for
Wed. Feb. 27.
·
.
Friday
.
Burdin.e 's Dept. Store - Info same as for
Thurs. Feb. 28.
Holly Stores, Inc. - BA,MA-Bus . Adm.,
Mkt .. Mgt .. Fin .. Econ,. Liberal Arts-Dec .•
Mar. & June.
·
Mutual Benefit Life - B or M-All Majors.
Dec .. Mar . & June.
.
Southeast Banking Corp. - B or M-Will
consider any majors, but primarily in
business and related fields-Mar., June, Aug.
& Alumni .
U.S. Navy Recruiting-- Info same as for
Thu. Feb. 28.
Programs, activities and facilities of the
University of South Florida are available to
all on a nondiscriminatory basis, without
regard to race. color, creed, religion. sex.
age or national origin. The University is an
affirmative action Equal Opportunity
Employer .

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD
PLASMA PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP
TO $45 A MONTH BRING STUDENT ID
OR THIS AD AND RECEIVE A BONUS
. WITH YOUR FIRST DONATION
HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
8:00 to
. 2:30
Tampa, Fla. 33602
appointment avaHable to fit Yflfl' class M:h#Hll•/!".

Monday thro"gh Friday ·

call 253-2844

The withdrawal of overbudgeted funds from USF will
prevent hiring some faculty as
planned and may prevent
rehiring of adjunct professors
who could have been retained,
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Carl Riggs said yesterday.
"We won't be able to fill a
number of positions we were
planning to, particularly in large
service areas like Social Science
or Language Literature," Riggs
said .•"This will apply to a lot of
people hired on an adjunct
basis."
USF WILL lose $150,341 in
allocated funds because of an
error in estimating enrollment
for the current year. ·
The State University System
will recall 14.5 faculty lines and
"those lines were not just sitting
idly," he said. There were plans
for them, he indicated.
Now there is enough flexibility
in the funds to not cause firings of
present faculty, Riggs said. Fund
transferals could prevent terminations.
IF fund reductions continue,
"it's finally going to hit
someone," he said.
Riggs said the recently
disclosed utilities budget deficit
"doesn't affect Academic Affairs
so directly, but it doesn't make it
fun."
Although no permanent or full
time faculty will lose their jobs,
adjuncts may face termination·
when their contracts end, he said.
"But our obligation is only to full
time faculty," Riggs said.

FANTASTIC

SALE
FRIDAY /SATURDAY /SUNDAY
AT FLORILAND MALL
SUNDAY ON THE SIDEWALK
AT 2200 S. DALE MABRY
PARKING LOT SALE

9302 N. 30th Street (West side of Busch Gar.lens)
Prime Ribs of Beef
Filet Mignon
Shrimp Platter-Red Snapper
*: AN ADVENTURE IN DINING
*: SALADS TOSSED AT YOUR TABLE

PRESENTS
0.

\\.

~fl!ii·

PURE FUNK

'\ >-r

Free Beer Wednes day,
Thursd_
a y & Sunday
3300 S. Dale Mabry
Tampa , Florida

j)Aind~

Open Nightly at 9PM
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HELP WANTED

J

ARTIST
TIRED OF WAITING ON TABLES?
fast sketch portrait artists.
APPLY : Tues. thru Fri.
Busch Gardens
30th Street entrance
in c-o Claudia Van Koba

(

MISC. FOR SALE

J

SIBERIAN huskies puppies, 5 weeks old.
wonderful pets, lovable and affectionate . .
Great with children . Very reasonable. Call
971-9742 anytime .
U KC female toy spitz. Good with children,
friendly . $25.00. Call alter 6 p.m. 971-7008.
FREE to good home: Mixed breed puppies, 9
weeks old. Nick 971-1466.
IR ISH Setter. Puppies, AKC, $75 and up, 9496335.
SMOOTH gaited western pleasure horse:
Gentle but spirited. $275. 935-3537 .
DESPERATELY need someone to take over
my contract at Fontana Hall for 3rd Qtr.
Call Drake eves. after 9: 30 971-7656.
PRE-1900 Upright Piano; excellent condition
$200.00. Call 971-8354 after 5:30 p.m.

[

REAL ESTATE

J

OVERSIZE i;, ACRE
Near USF, Yr. old 3 BR, 2 BA, huge LR, Pan.
family rm., Ser. porch, Cen . H&AC, Cpld .,
Drapes 0 -wash., Ref., Wash-Dry. Free
water, County taxes. 7'h per cent mtg.
$35,900. Owner 988-3896 or evenings 9880CM3.
TOWNHOUSE for sale. 2 BDR., close to
USF, Ph baths . Kitchen equipped. 524,000,
FHA financing available. 988-7189.

[

MISCELLANEOUS

]

SEAC sponsors second coffee house
auditions for Qtr. II. Musical and other
appropriate talent should sign up by Mon .
Feb. 18 in CTR 222. Future student colfeehouses will consist of talent screened at
tbese auditions. Auditions will be held

FAST,
accurate typing service. 48 hr.
service in most instances. 2 min. fr om
USF. Between 8:30 and 5: 00 call 879-7222
ext. 238 . After 6:00 call 988-3435. Ask for
Liz.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or elite. Greek symbols. Exp .
Turabian, Campbell, APA, etc .· 5 min.
from USF . Nina Schiro, 971-2139. If no
answer, 235-3261.
CANOE RENTALS-SALES
DAYCR WEEK .935-0018
TY Pl NG, Fast, Neat, Accurate, Turabian .
I BM Corrective Selectric. Carbon ribbon.
Pica or Elite. All types of work . Machine is
great for professional looking Theses .
Close to USF. 988-0836 Lucy Wilson.
EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST
6+ years of Quality Univers ity work, IBM
Selectric-car.
rib-p ica-type
ch gs
References-90 WPM-All Style Manuals.
Dissertations-Statistical data -term
papers-MSS-Rush Jobs-Gloria 884-1969.

FLUTE for sale. Artley silver plated closed
hole in good cond ition. Plays easily. Ask
for Scott Johnson Iota Rm . 222 974-6215 or
6216. Asking ~loo .

r

RIDES

)

INDEPENDENT gi r l in wheelchair needs
ride on Tuesday, Thursday from Plant
City to USF. Will pay for r ide. 752-8240.

__,._...

FOR RENT

)

GREEN OAK Villa - New 1 & 2 Bedroom
furnished apartments; Varied lease ; near
USF. Call 971-4408 or 971-1424.

TAKE OVER lease on one bedroom furnished apt. close to USF. Take over lease
for 550. Occupant leaving by Feb. 21. Also:
19" Admiral TV, black & white. can 9710263.
LA MANCHA DOS, Tampa's only student
apt. complex . 572-90 per month . 1 block
from campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.

r
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PERSONAL ,

)

FORMER SCOUTS : Do you want to continue
the principles of Scouting? Would you join
a fraternity founded on the principles of
scouting, by scouts? Then check into Alpha
Phi Omega National Service Fraternity.
We will hold open meetings on Feb. 13 & 14
in UC Rm. 255 from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. We
want to meet you.
HAVE PR08LEMS? Ca ll HELPLINE ;it
974-2555 . If you need to talk to a woman,
call the WOMEN'S LIN.E al 974-2556.

MOTORCYCLES

I

& SCOOTERS

1966 HONDA 160cc, 5150.00 Save gas. 1801
Win Terrace, No. 112 just off Fletcher. Call
Kathy at 974-2711 before 5 p.m:
HONDA 1972 CL350, 8000 m iles, saves gas.
Street or trail. Make offer over $550. Call
257-6941 alter 6 or on weekends.
Remember you meet the nicest people on a
Honda.

(

FOUND~ ]

MISSING since Jan: 200mm Vivitar lens.
Please contact the Oracle or call Chris at
933-5592. Have not even finished paying for
it! Won't hassle you . You'll be saving my
head!!
LOST : Fully lined, homemade, gold plaid
C. P .O. jacket. Has seamstress tag at neck.
Reward offered for return . Call 977-5532 .
FOUND: Black kitten with white collar. If
not claimed we'd like to give him to

whoever wants him. Please contact Chris .
or Lee, Mu 133 USF, if he is yours or .you
want him .

~

STUDENTS & FACULTY
10% discount on all ,
purchases with ID card

Vitamins & Organic
Foods

YOUR HEALTH IS OUR
GREATEST CONCERN"'

What: A Hayride with Uncle Ed!
When: Saturday February 16th
Where: U.C. at 7: 15 p.m.
How Much: $1.00 Members
$1.25 Non-Members
Important Note!
Bring a Date,
or better yetMeet Someone There! !

MOBILE HOMES )

(

LOST&

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
This Weekend's Social;

SUBLET one bedroom apt. Furnished, some
rooms carpeted. Start on or before Mar.
1. Call 977-0697 5120 per month.

HEAL TH FOODS
8834 N . 56th STREET
TEMPLE TERRACE
9:30-6 Mon .:..Fri.
9:30-6 Sat.
PHONE 988:2032

41

ROOMMATE needed to share furnished 2
bedroom Ph bath apartment. Will have
your own room. Rent is $66.oo ·a month and
one third of utilities may move in anytime
alter March 16. Contact Sharon 977-1585.

WOO.OED lot for mobile home. 5 min. from
USF, 550 monthly, includes water, sewer.
Quiet, beautiful; boat ramp, fishing . Ca ll
Bob 988-4015.

FURN . RM. in pvt. A-C home. Pvt. ent. and
bath, quiet area, near USF . Upper or grad.
male student only . Phone 988-7667 alter 5.

Ph. 974-2620

NEEDED NOW! Female roommate to share
2 bdrm. apt. with 2 girl~ . Very close to USF
Only 565 a montl'I. Call alter . 7, 988-0319.

71/2
MINUTES
· FROMUSF
New complex on 5 acres. Children & pets
welcome. No lease. 2 bedrooms, wall lo
wall carpet ; drapes; Central heal & air ;
Furnished $180. Phone 988-5263 days. 9885414 evenings & weekends.

f . ,., I
·~ ·~~::~: ·~

MALE ROOMMATE needed. !>ales Apartments. 971-3423. Call anytime. 2 Bdrm, 2
Bath.

MUSIC theo r y, Jazz-Rock, Arranging.
Evening Classes begin February 18. Ap.
plied Music Phone 239-9472.

I

Classifieds

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

I

I SERVICES OFFERED

TERM PAPERS typed-quick, neat and
accurate. Reasonable rates. Contact
Cynthia at 971-5948 anytime alter 5:30.

FULLER BRUSH invites you to reap the
rewards along with the freedom of independence an opportunity to make more
per hour than most people make on a
salary part lime work. 932-2635.

A It S )

11

AUTOMOTIVE

l

SEE MORE GLASS.
See more glass. That's beautiful . Come in and
get your Tiffany-styled Pepsi glass. For one old
quarter (25<1:) you get some of that Pepsi and
your glass.

'67 CAMARO, headers, Nabb wheels. 5750.

1508 11th St . alter 4: 30 p.m.
FOR SALE: '68 Fireblrd convertible auto-T,
A-C, and PS . Power top, new tires .
Economical 350 engine. For more Information call Steve at 971-3125.
VAN for sale. '69 Ford Van, low mileage, 6
cylinder, automatic. A bargain for $900.
977-4947 afternoons.
'71 TOYOTA Corona, 4 door, vinyl top, air
conditioned, luggage rack, and trailer
hitch. Very good condition & gas saver.
Needs some engine work . Reasonable 971 3489.
'69 VOLKS. Beetle, new engine, new clutch
and brakes. New tires . Excellent condition . Asking $1400. Call Dominick after 6
p. m. 988-6230.

*

Then, take it home, fill it with ice and you'll be
Holden something in which you can catch a
little rye or whatever. ·Get that Pepsi glass, 25<1:,
at the Andros Coffee Shop and Golden
Brahman Ice Cream Parlor.
Begin hoarding them; Mr. Caulfield would have.

Saga

PRO'FESSIONAL MOTOCRO.SS

*

HIS SUNDAY FEB· 17 - NOO

$30,000 WINTERNATIONALS
The biggest professional race ever
in the bay area - don't mis's it!

•TOP RID-ERS COMPETING ON
FACTORY RACERS FROM H ONDA,
YAMAHA, KAWASA KI - M O RE!

a

February 15, 1974

12-THE ORACLE

Most modern music originates on VEGA speakers.
Musical instrument amplifier manufacturers like
Fender, Peavey, Sunn, Traynor, Infinity & Sound City
use VEGA speakers with their amps.
If 'you dig the Allman Brothers, Grand Funk,
tb
t: H
Paul Butterfield, The Band, Bread, or the Doors, to
- tb
I: H
name a few, you've· heard their VEGA sound systems.
Rock festivals like Woodstock&. The Watts Summer Festive/ had VEGA sound systems.
CERWIN-VEGAS are high efficiency speakers, minimum power required 3 watts, compared to 20
watts minimum or more required for KLH, AR, Advent, Mcintosh, Bose, Jensen or ESS speakers.

rnwIN- rrA
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The number of speaker manufacturers making high efficiency wide range systems seems to be limited to a few companies.
While the companies making low efficiency acoustic suspension speakers number in the legions. Why? IT IS an easier and
cheaper way of making a mass market speaker. Everyone does it. . Take an average small magnet woofer, weight the cone or voice
coil 20-80 grams, stick it in a small sealed box, add a cheap mid or tweeter unit, and "you is a speaker designer". You have sac~
rificed transient and mid range response with this sluggish moving system. Because of the small magnet system and high
diaphragm mass, the efficiency is enormously reduced requiring you to play at Muzak levels if you want to keep your amplifier
from clipping. You have lost the necessary "head room" for clean effortless crescendos, but you do have a small saleable box
·
with a trace of bass,
High efficiency speakers with extended bass response do require ·slightly larger cabinets than mass loaded sealed boxes, but the
dividends of an extra inch or two in outside dimensions are enormous. Most bookshelf speakers never see a bookshelf. Their
small size sitting on a floor is gauche compared to a slightly larger cabinet, suitable as a piece of furniture. Larger cabinets do
cost more to manufacture. Speaker mechanisms are more difficult to construct. Heavy magnet systems and tight .voice coil
clearances require sturdy frames to assure alignment. The resultant greater force factors require a stronger voice coil, light but
rugged diaphragms, and special linear suspensions. Fortunately the end result of all this exacting techniques is a system that is
so loud and clean that your ears will distort before the system itself commits distortion. Since speaker systems (unlike some
amplifiers} always distort more as they are played louder, those systems with the greatest output reserve wilt have less distortion at softer or normal listening levels. There is nothing that can compare to a dramatic, effortless, sonically accurate playback
from a well conceived high efficiency system.
Gerwin-Vega speaker systems provide at least ten db more acoustic output without distortion than any other systems in the
same price range. This ten db reserve (or so called head room) allows effortless, airy, sonically accurate reproduction at normal ·
listening levels. Competing systems of lesser efficiency and head room constantly require driving the amplifiers into the clipping
mode. Instantaneous transient peaks in live music exist at a ratio of from ten to a hundred times that of the average value. When
played back through inefficient speakers driven by an average size·amplifier, these peaks are chopped off as the amplifier clips.
This peak clipping distortion is a subtle departure from reality and is seldom noticed by the layman except when described as
dull lifeless reproduction. When played at increased volumes the longer duration- transients are clipped and gross distortion
occurs, which is noticeable to most listeners. The recent popularity of combining amplifiers of 500' watts with low efficiency
speaker systems is valid evidence of the above phenomenon. Unfortunately these speakers fail at these power levels. This problem can be eliminated by using high efficiency speakers and an average size amplifier at great savings in cost with increased re·
liability and fidelity. If the ultimate fidelity is demanded, then an excellent high efficiency speaker system driven by a large
amplifier is the answer.
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4812 E. BUSCH BLVD.

988-7059

